[Isolation and characteristics of new mutants of Saccharomyces cerevisiae with increased spontaneous mutability].
To isolate some new genes controlling the process of spontaneous mutagenesis, a collection of 16 yeast strains with enhanced rate of spontaneous canavanine resistant mutations was obtained. Genetical analysis allowed to define that the mutator phenotype of these strains is due to a single nuclear mutation. Such mutations were called hsm (high spontaneous mutagenesis). Recombinational test showed that 5 mutants under study carried 5 nonallelic mutations. It was revealed that the mutation hsm3-1 is a nonspecific mutator elevating the rate of both spontaneous canavanine resistant mutations and the frequency of reversions in mutations lys1-1 and his1-7. Genetical analysis revealed that mutation hsm3-1 is recessive. The study of cross sensitivity of mutator strains to physical and chemical mutagens demonstrated that 12 of 16 hsm mutants were resistant to the lethal action of UV, gamma rays and methylmethanesulfonate, and 4 mutants were only sensitive to these factors. Possible nature of hsm mutations is discussed.